
A 
recent investment of R18 million into the Heron 
Banks Golf Estate, by the developer, has triggered 
the construction of a 3,5km overhead power line. 

The additional electricity of 88kv will not only meet the 
demand of the final phase of Heron Banks but also add 
much needed supply to the greater Vaal community.

The construction of the powerline commenced on 15 
June 2017, signaling the confidence the council and the 
private developer has for its pristine golf estate. An event 
was held at the estate where the council, the developer 
and its shareholders expressed their commitment to the 
project. This resonates from the excitement shown by the 
estate manager, Annatjie Andrew. “The 88kv power line 
will increase the popularity of the estate and bring with  
it a positive outset. Although there are other estates in  
the area, Heron Banks, with its abundance of birdlife,  
challenging yet spectacular golf course and tranquil  
lifestyle is in a class of its own. The additional power  
supply will definitely add to the sales momentum as well”.
The allure of the estate has grown over the last years  

with the signature golf course attracting an ever-increasing 
number of golfers each weekend. Designed by Danie 
Obermeyer, all 18 holes deliver exquisite views as it runs 
seamlessly between pristine wetlands and the Vaal River. 
Heron Banks is also the venue for regular events such  
as the Vaal Toyota Day and plays host to tournaments 
such as the Senior, Ladies and Junior Free State Open.  
The international spotlight recently shone onto the estate 
as Heron Banks hosted the 21st addition of The South 
African Million Dollar Pigeon Race, which attracted many 
investors from around the world as they watched their 
prized birds making the dash from Colesberg to Heron Banks.

Apart from golf, the lifestyle offered by Heron Banks 
is definitely something that our fast-paced society is 
craving. The secure estate surrounded by an abundance 
of natural wildlife gives residents a chance to take on the 
rhythm of the river. The developer, recently rebranded as 
Craft Homes, gives homebuyers a variety of options to 
choose from, like exclusive full title stands with building 
packages and townhouses. With 109 stands already  

sold within Heron Banks and the prospect of the power  
line completed by the end of 2017, the estate is surely  
positioned as a beacon of light along the banks of  
the Vaal.

“The 88kv power line will  
increase the popularity of 
the estate and bring with  
it a positive outset.”

New power line to give exclusive golf estate and the Vaal community a boost. 

Heron Banks powering forward

Heron Banks is proudly developed by


